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PAST & PRESENT
Taking a leap of faith, designer Laura Archibald and her
husband purchase a Myers Park home with extraordinary
architectural details and loads of character.
WAITING TO EXHALE
Designer Kelley Vieregg renovates a charming cottage
in Charlotte, implementing her sophisticated signature
design to create a respite for her family.
MODERN CHARMER
Designer Kelley Lentini and her husband
acquire a modern A-frame home in the Oakhurst
neighborhood, filling it with treasures from their
trips around the world.

LEFT: HEATHER ISON; RIGHT: DUSTIN PECK.
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ON THE COVER:
Designer Kelley Lentini
opens the doors to
her Oakhurst A-frame
home, filled with vintage
finds and one-of-a-kind
treasures (page 60).

W
Ashley Hotham Cox
Editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox
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PORTRAIT: BRIE WILLIAMS;
ON THE COVER: LAURA SUMRAK.

Whoever came up with the phrase “Great minds think
alike” got it all wrong. Those who deviate from the usual
or expected are the ones who achieve greatness. I love
how every mind is unique. My four-year-old son corrected my math the other day, and I was more impressed
with him than I was embarrassed for myself. So that’s
his thing. He loves numbers, and, well, I love design. We
all have a path, but it’s what you do along the way that
defines your success.
I’m perpetually inspired by creatives and their ability
to consistently fashion beautiful things. In our Designers
at Home issue, we showcase exceptional minds exhibiting their genius in their own distinctive ways. From
ornate to simple, bohemian to traditional, step inside
the homes of three local designers and see how they’ve
designed for themselves and their families. Unveiling
how designers live in their own homes, translate another
person’s work into a stunning display, or collaborate
with others to produce never-before-seen collections,
awe-inspiring beauty abounds throughout these pages.
Welcome to designer paradise, where the creative
juices are flowing. Brush off your shoes and come on in.
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COURTESY OF DE GOURNAY.

DWELL

MARKET

PASSION
PROJECT
WHETHER PRACTICING THEIR CRAFT
IN TANDEM OR SINGULARLY, THESE
LATEST DESIGNER COLLECTIONS
HAVE FORGED THEIR OWN PATH.

ON THE
FRINGE

Designer NeKeia McSwain has teamed
with Ngala Trading Co. in their first
collaboration, bringing to life her
dream of designing something that
pays homage to the Mother Land of South Africa. “I am greatly honored to share in this
work with African artisans, whose amazing skills in this arena are a gift to the world of
design,” McSwain says. The NeKeia Collection features three lighting designs in a chandelier, pendant, and sconce, along with four new leather color offerings. “Partnering
with a designer who understands the history and background of our company and the
products we offer feels serendipitous in its timing,” says Lawson Ricketts, creative director
and co-founder of Ngala Trading Co. “Keia understands, respects, and embraces the
stories of our pieces and shares our desire to bring luxurious African design to North
America in a previously unseen way.” ngalatrading.com
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PASSION
COLLECTIVE

Known for his ability to merge European classicism with American modernism, designer
Michael S. Smith has long been a lover of
de Gournay hand-painted wallcoverings, so
he was thrilled when he was invited to create
his own designs for the beloved institution. In
an incredible meeting of creative minds and
craftsmen, the new collection is showcased in a
campaign that includes talents like British-born
Ghanaian designer Kusheda Mensah. Each collaborator was tasked with highlighting Smith’s
designs in their own interpreted environment
with stunning results befitting of the de Gournay
awe-inspiring effect. degournay.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: MIGUEL FLORES VIANNA, COURTESY OF DE GOURNAY; RAYON RICHARDS, COURTESY OF NGALA TRADING CO.

PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY

LUXU RY
L I F E ST Y L E
BOUTIQUE
Oﬀering exclusive gifts for men and women,
antiques and interior accents for the home
Complete Design Services Available

The Shops at Morrison in Southpark
720 Governor Morrison, Suite E110
Charlotte, North Carolina 28211
704.364.4004 • bdjeﬀries.com

MARKET

BLOWN
AWAY

MAKE HAY

Danish furniture and accessories company HAY is
lauded for its forward-thinking designs and simple
modern aesthetic. So when Belgian husbandand-wife design duo Fien Muller and Hannes Van
Severen teamed with HAY to create a lighting
line, a clean, interesting collection full of originality
and pared-down elements emerged. Arcs is a
series of pieces formed from a continuous chain
of curved arches that form a single element, resulting in a scalloped silhouette. Vibrant colors are
cast in steel and bathed in a mirror finish to reflect
light and embolden hues. us.hay.com
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WILD AT
HEART

For 120 years, Wildwood
Home has created lighting
and accessories that have
become a gold standard
in interior design. So pairing
up with designer Meg Braff,
known for her artful mix
of modern and heritage,
was a natural step. Braff’s
new collection is inspired
by Palm Beach chic and
features simple but bold
designs with functional
shapes and a playful tone.
Hues like sky blue, green,
and white give a nod to
the ultimate mod beach
vibe, while scalloped
details echo a certain
Slim Aarons originality that
marks the line. Palm fronds
and leafy forms give
way to brass and cane
accents for an everyday
modern feel, making this
collection timeless.
wildwoodhome.com

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: COURTESY OF FABRICUT; MEG BRAFF PORTRAIT: NICK MELE, COURTESY OF WILDWOOD HOME; COURTESY OF HAY.

Iconic designer Iris Apfel has
teamed with industry textile
favorite Fabricut to release a
new collaborative collection
called Maximal Couture.
With the exception of her
signature black-rimmed
glasses, the collection
oozes every bit of Apfel’s
style, color, and character
with jazzy patterns, colorful
textures, and luxe trims.
High-end pieces blend
effortlessly with statement-making affordable accents for an
eclectic collection
offering something for
everyone. But perhaps
the most interesting
elements come in the
trims, reflective of the
kind of show-stopping accessories for
which Apfel is known.
fabricut.com

karenkettlerdesign.com

luxur y kitchens and bathrooms

MARKET

TRANSFORMATIVE
POWERS

The Metamorphosis Collection, designed by Lori
Weitzner for Samuel & Sons, is an ode to nature. It plays
on the truth that transformation is inevitable, but the
joy is in the unexpected. From strange and beautiful to
whimsical and exuberant, the collection of beading
and embroideries is created with rich fabrics and colors
and unique techniques, both old and modern. The
Flutter line is delicate with translucent fabrics and scalloped seams, while the Bumblebee line features plush
textures and contrasting colors. samuelandsons.com

ABSTRACT
REALITY

“I wanted to explore the concept of the soul
in relation to how we perceive life through the
senses,” explains Michael C.F. Chan of his latest
collaboration with The Rug Company. “Each
design begins with a distinct symbol, which has

FORGE AHEAD

Local North Carolina furniture maker Charleston Forge has partnered with
Charlotte designer Lauren Clement to create The Paddock Collection, which
speaks to the passion of the designer as well as the craft of the artisan. “This
collection combines my true love for nature and horses with my passion
for interior design,” Clement explains. With a design philosophy of Family +
Function, Clement designed the line with durability yet originality in mind.
“The paddock is the place where horses are the most natural, the most free,
and oftentimes the most happy,” she adds, which aligns with her desire to
design pieces that are at home in any environment. ahokelimited.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP RIGHT: COURTESY OF THE RUG COMPANY;
COURTESY OF CHARLESTON FORGE; COURTESY OF SAMUEL & SONS.

been abstracted to
encourage the viewer
to search deeper and
discover how our senses
work.” The elegant
Modern Dragon
and Theory lines pay
homage to Chan’s
heritage, featuring traditional iconography of
Chinese dragons and
Chinese calligraphy reimagined into abstract
woven art forms.
therugcompany.com

INTERIOR DESIGN

•

FURNITURE GALLERY

PARK ROAD SHOPPING CENTER 4247 PARK ROAD #295 CHARLOTTE, NC 28209
704.335.1220 @HIGHCOTTONCLT WWW.HIGHCOTTONHOMECOMPANY.COM

Residence in New York
City’s Upper East Side
by interior designer
Katie Ridder.

PA L E T T E

RAVISHING
ROUGE
INSPIRED BY CANDY-LIKE
CABOCHON BERRIES, THE
DELECTABLE SHADE OF RED
CURRANT DEMONSTRATES
ITS SPLENDOR.
PRODUCED BY ASHLEY HOTHAM COX
WRITTEN BY CHRISTINA SPRATT SPENCER

1. Crawford Chandelier in India Red by
Gareth Devonald Smith / to the trade /
portaromana.com
2. Hugo Small Tray / $625 / liagre.com
3. Spill Rug in Cherry Splash by
Melanie Morris / starting at $80
per square foot / fayettestudio.com
4. Mateo Drinks Table / $1,895 /
8
bunnywilliamshome.com
5. An Indian Album by Cecil Beaton /
$175 / shopallisoncaccoma.com
6. Montis Armchair / $9,650 /
fbc-london.com
7. Turner Small Sofa in Paprika Velvet /
$5,720 / arteriorshome.com
8. Stolen Kiss SW-7586 / starting at
$39.99 per gallon / sherwin-williams.com

�
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INTERIORS: ERIC PIASECKI/OTTO.

A bracing tonic of sensuously tart
with a palate-cleansing sprinkle of
sweet, this strikingly lush and tangy
hue holds a voluptuary sophistication
rich in a savory sharpness. A bejeweled
ruby red zest roused from pearl-like
clusters of its namesake, this piquant
hue is marked by undertones of ruddy
rose, muddled raspberry and rhubarb,
notes of a fiery translucent orangery,
and a grounding hint of spice. Spectacularly stately, the glossy acidity
couples beautifully with jewel-toned
sapphire, emerald, and deeply saturated
neutrals such as indigo and chestnut.
It is equally energized by pairings of
saffron and chartreuse while softened
by whispers of lilac.

@bourgeoismcginn

704 533 2280
bourgeoismcginnbuilders.com

S POT L I G H T
LEFT: The Bakerloo Collection, a
mobile showroom, houses numerous
samples of designer fabrics,
wallcoverings, and accessories.

LEFT: The rich
tones of this
Madhya Moss rug
from Designers
Guild provide a
botanical backdrop
for a Zenda
natural cowhide
pillow by Bellaire
Dynamik and a
Paint Charts pillow
by John Derian for
Designers Guild.

MIND
the GAP
A LOCAL DESIGN REPRESENTATIVE
CONVERTS A VINTAGE CAMPER INTO A
STYLISH MOBILE SHOWROOM.
WRITTEN BY CATHERINE RUTH KELLY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY HEATHER ISON

Ashley Misenheimer’s retrofitted 1972 Bell Travel Trailer is ready for
adventure, but it is more likely found in the parking lot of Cotswold
Marketplace than a KOA campground. This glamped-up camper
has been converted into a mobile showroom called The Bakerloo
Collection and houses a variety of high-end fabrics and accessories
from around the globe.
“I was so tired of carrying stacks of fabric books and samples up
and down flights of stairs, unpacking and repacking, and loading them
30
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ABOVE: Misenheimer stands
beside her 1972 Bell Travel
Trailer she named Bakerloo.

S POT L I G H T

TOP: Swatches
and samples from
some of the brands
that Misenheimer
represents, including
Designers Guild,
Osborne & Little, and
Bellaire Dynamik.
RIGHT: Misenheimer
sits inside her mobile
showroom, The
Bakerloo Collection.
BOTTOM: Bellaire
Dynamik’s Trixie
rug, handcrafted
from Italian hide and
dyed in a soft, rosy
hue, sprawls under a
plethora of pillows.
Clockwise from top:
Fleurs d’Artifice Marais
by Christian Lacroix,
Donwell cut velvet
by Osborne & Little,
Prête-Moi Ta Plume
Bourgeon by Christian
Lacroix, and a faux
fur pouf by Evelyne
Prélonge.
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back into my car,” Misenheimer explains.
“With Bakerloo, I don’t have to schlep—
everything has its place in the camper.”
An avid Anglophile, Misenheimer
named her chic camper after one of the
London Underground lines. She lived in
London after college, whetting her design
whistle with a job at Herman Miller. In
2014, she became a fabric representative
for the British luxury fabric and wallpaper
purveyor Osborne & Little. Misenheimer
now represents eight designer lines,
ranging from fabrics and wallpapers to fine
linens, pillow forms, and animal-hide rugs.
“I wouldn’t be able to represent
eight brands without Bakerloo,”
Misenheimer says. “Now, I am a
one-stop shop with multiple product
categories for designers.”
Misenheimer pulls Bakerloo behind
her Ford Explorer, visiting clients
throughout the Southeast.
“The downfall is terrible gas mileage,
but the tradeoff is worth it,” Misenheimer
notes. “Designers love the novelty of it and
are excited to come inside.” u

Available to the trade through The Bakerloo Collection

DE SIGN BOARD

RAINY
Westerman

�

1. Currey & Company Croydon Wall Sconce /
$740 / traditionsofcharlotte.com
2. Worlds Away Petra Desk /
to the trade / isabellastyle.com
3. Hermès Cheval de Fete Shawl /
$1,100 / hermes.com
4. Purple Rain by Windy O’Connor /
$3,400 / windyoconnor.com
5. Richard Ginori Oriente Italiano Malachite
Dinner Plate / $95 / elizabethbruns.com
6. Century Augustine Metal Garden Chair /
ahokelimited.com
7. Jeffrey Bilhuber for STARK Pullman Carpet in
Aubergine / price upon request / starkcarpet.com
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PORTRAIT: KIRSTIN SOBIESKI; INTERIORS: STEVE PEARCE.

Charlotte-bred Rainy Westerman draws
inspiration from what’s close to her heart. “I
was blessed to have many stylish women to
look up to in my life,” the designer says. “My
especially sophisticated grandmother taught
me early on about basic design rules.” That
familial influence may be why Westerman
loves to incorporate family antiques into her
designs, which she describes as “colorful and
lush with heirloom touches,” all the while
keeping comfort and use in mind. “New is
wonderful, custom is great, and when you mix
it with timeless, especially if there is history,
it can be really beautiful,” says Westerman,
whose own home is chock-full of inherited
family heirlooms.

Creating extraordinary
winespaces with
your wine in mind

Bring unique home with exacting standards
and attention to detail throughout the process.
Set your wine and home apart by expressing
your unique vision.

cavemancellars.com | Jeff@cavemancellars.com | 704-564-9638

Artistic.

Unique

Stylish

Famous Luxury Brands • Design Services Available • Special Orders • House Calls • Locally Owned & Operated

CUSTOM CABINETS | APPLIANCES | PLUMBING | TILE
SUB-ZERO - WOLF - COVE | THERMADOR | BOSCH
BLUE STAR | MIELE | LACORNUE | FULGOR
704.926.6000 | DCIHOMERESOURCE.COM | 1300 SOUTH BOULEVARD - SUITE C, CHARLOTTE, NC 28203 | MON-FRI 9AM-6PM, SAT 10AM-4PM

704.274.3606
A RT I S T I C I N T E R I O R D E S I G N . C O M

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK.

INTERIORS

The living room consists primarily of
pieces from the Archibalds’ previous
home, including the sofa by Charles
Stewart covered in a B. Berger fabric
and chairs by Lee Industries swathed
in a ribbed velvet by Dedar. A pair of
vintage pink snakeskin stools frame a
pair of paintings by Carol Bodiford.

PAST &
PRESENT
TARHEEL NATIVES LAURA AND DAVID ARCHIBALD FIND THEIR
DREAM HOME IN A CIRCA-1916 MYERS PARK PROPERTY.
TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY DUSTIN PECK

HOMEDESIGNDECORMAG.COM 41

Archibald added the custom Lucite and glass
dining table to keep the formal dining room from
feeling too traditional. The chandelier is by Iatesta
Studio, and the wallpaper is by Jim Thompson.
OPPOSITE: Laura and David Archibald have
always loved older homes rich with traditional
architectural details. Their current Myers Park
home was built in 1916 and features the same
traditional details they love.
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PORTRAIT: RICHARD ISRAEL.

D

DAVID ARCHIBALD REMEMBERS THE HOME FONDLY.
Decades ago, as a young boy from Greensboro, he visited
his older sister at her college friend’s home in Myers Park,
a stone’s throw from The Duke Mansion. “To this day, he
remembers that home,” says his wife, Laura, of the home built
circa-1916. “He’s never forgotten it.”
Years later, the Archibalds learned through a friend that
that very home was about to go on the market. “We weren’t
looking for a new house, nor did we want to move,” says
Laura Archibald, an interior designer. “But as soon as David
heard that it was going up for sale, we knew we had to see
it.” And just like a scene from the movies, the moment the
Archibalds walked through the doors, they knew it would be
their forever home. Having grown up in a turn-of-the-century

home in Reidsville, North Carolina, the designer has always
had an affinity for older homes boasting architectural details
and heavy doses of character often missing from newer homes
today. “This home reminded me of my childhood home with
its large formal living and dining rooms made for entertaining
large family gatherings,” she says. “As a designer, I often walk
into a house, and I see things that need to change. But with this
house, I just loved everything. There were a million reasons
why this home should not have worked out for us, but it did. It
really felt like it was meant to be.”
The previous owners renovated the main rooms of the
home, including a massive kitchen renovation. “I think some
remodels strip the character of the home, and in some cases,
that’s OK, depending on how much architectural value it has,”
HOMEDESIGNDECORMAG.COM 43
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Archibald says. “But this is a special house that really needed
to be preserved.” So when they moved in, the Archibalds had
the ideal blank canvas. All the home needed was her designer
touch. “Our former home was a bit traditional, and I was
ready to let that go,” the designer says. “The main thing was
blending the old with the new. It’s an older home, and I have
some family heirlooms and antiques that have sentimental
value. I love mixing them in. But I also didn’t want it to feel
stodgy and dated.”
The home’s existing architectural details proved to
be the ideal complement for Archibald’s vintage pieces.
“The original staircase, the leaded-glass windows, the
diamond-patterned casement windows in the kitchen—all
of it was so stunning,” she says. “The living room just kind
of fell into place. It’s a compilation of things we’ve collected
over time. I pulled furniture from three rooms in our previous
house and didn’t reupholster a thing, and somehow it all just

ABOVE: In the family room, Laura Archibald covered the Lee Industries sofas in
an indoor-outdoor velvet coupled with an ottoman—which doubles as a coffee
table—swathed in an Osborne & Little fabric. To brighten the room, she painted
the existing wood paneling, added a light rug, and installed draperies in a Pindler
fabric with Samuel & Sons tape trim.
OPPOSITE: The previous homeowners renovated the kitchen, which features
marble counters, a Lacanche range, and custom cabinetry by Rutt HandCrafted
Cabinetry. The light fixture above the island is by Lowcountry Originals, and the
vinyl-topped counter stools are by Hickory Chair.

HOMEDESIGNDECORMAG.COM 45

The Charles Stewart drapery behind the
headboard covers a window to allow the bed
to be centered on the wall. The bed features
a Peacock Alley coverlet with custom pillow
shams and dust skirt made from the same
Anna French fabric used for the draperies.
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“THIS HOUSE WAS
DESIGNED TO
STAND THE
TEST OF TIME.”
—LAURA ARCHIBALD

worked.” The dark-brown walls
serve as the perfect backdrop
for Archibald’s pieces, like the
custom-made upholstered screen
swathed in mohair by B. Berger
hanging on the wall. A pair of
vintage pink snakeskin stools
pull out the hue in the oversized
paintings by Carol Bodiford that
hang above the sofa.
But not all of the design
choices were made using the
designer’s existing family heirlooms and antiques. In the large
formal dining room, Archibald
made a bold statement with the
large-patterned floral wallpaper
by Jim Thompson. “Our dining
room is huge, so I knew I needed
to bring the room in visually,”
she explains of her choice. “The
colors in the wallpaper—dark
brown, coral, pink, shades of
blue—tie in nicely with the living
room, which is across from it.”
To modernize the more traditional feel of the room, Archibald
included a custom acrylic and
glass dining room table designed
by Plexi-Craft. “My husband
didn’t want a long, formal,
wooden dining table. He said it
just wouldn’t look right. And he
HOMEDESIGNDECORMAG.COM 47
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was correct,” she explains. Instead, the juxtaposition between the contemporary
Lucite and glass table and pieces like the existing adjacent antique buffet and art
decor chandelier by Iatesta Studio elevates the entire room’s aesthetic from overthe-top traditional to timeless.
The family room’s design took a similar approach, featuring more updated,
modern pieces in place of Archibald’s family heirlooms. As a high-traffic gathering space, the family needed as much function as it did style, so Archibald
covered the pair of sofas by Lee Industries in a durable indoor-outdoor velvet.
To brighten the one-time dark room, Archibald added a fresh coat of paint to
the existing wood paneling and installed a pair of Aidan Gray sconces on the
hidden storage area.
As a designer, Archibald admittedly is constantly tweaking the interiors of her
Myers Park home. But, overall, she and her husband are elated not only with their
leap of faith in purchasing the home but also with how comfortable and inviting
the interiors are. “This house was really designed to stand the test of time,” she
says. “Our family feels fortunate to be stewards of such a special place.” u

ABOVE: The guest bedroom’s adjacent seating area
was once the home’s parlor. Archibald added the
stunning Schumacher wallpaper to brighten the
room. The arched doors with Modern Matter knobs
give way to built-in bookshelves and additional
storage. The pillow fabric is by Brentano.
OPPOSITE: The guest bedroom features a bed by Louis
J. Solomon and custom pillows and shams, creating an
all-over neutral aesthetic. The chandelier above the bed
is a family heirloom from Archibald’s childhood home.
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The kitchen was completely
overhauled with new cabinetry and
hardwoods throughout. Designer
Kelley Vieregg designed a small
breakfast nook on the far side of the
kitchen, which features a custom
banquette swathed in a leather
hide with brass legs coupled with a
vintage black iron pedestal table she
found at a flea market.
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WAITING
TO EXHALE
DESIGNER KELLEY VIEREGG FINDS A CHARMING
COTTAGE IN MYERS PARK—THE PERFECT LANDING
SPOT FOR HER AND HER VISITING ADULT CHILDREN.

TEXT BY BLAKE MILLER | PHOTOGRAPHY BY HEATHER ISON
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KELLEY VIEREGG WAS READY TO SIMPLIFY HER LIFE.
The interior designer’s three grown children had finally
moved out, and Vieregg found herself alone in a large home
that, while beautiful and had helped cultivate some of her
fondest family memories, was just too much for one person.
“I was at a point that I felt like I needed to physically and
mentally declutter my life,” she says. “I’d spent the last
twenty years raising my three children while also running
my own business and retail store, and it got to the point
where I was ready to not wear 6,000 hats. I needed to
simplify everything, and that included downsizing.”
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Vieregg enlisted the help of her close friend and realtor
Ellen Kelly to find the needle in a haystack: a small,
charming home centrally located in Charlotte with character and enough room for her kids and grandchild to
visit and stay comfortably. “I wanted to be able to come
home and instantly feel relaxed,” Vieregg explains. “When
you’re raising a family, you’re constantly trying to keep up,
constantly trying to maintain your home and be with your
kids. Life, in general, is just busy. It was a really great time
for me to take a deep breath and exhale, and this home was
the start of that.”

Vieregg went with an all-black color palette in
the music room, which is home to her family's
baby grand piano. The sleek black custom
shelves are by Dwayne Arnold. The pair of rattan
stools by Palecek provide an organic touch.
OPPOSITE: An empty nester, Vieregg wanted to
simplify everything, which included downsizing
her home. “I wanted to come home and feel
instantly relaxed,” the designer says, which she
can do in her Myers Park home.
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The design of Vieregg’s home was all about
comfort. “I wanted my home to be a soft,
cozy place to land,” she says of adding items
such as the sofa by Verellen in the family
room and the area rugs by Stark from Darnell
& Company. The bench under the window
was originally an altar table, which Vieregg
had cut down. OPPOSITE: Vieregg amassed a
beautiful collection of home goods as owner
of Interiors Marketplace, which she has since
closed to focus on her interior design projects.
The vintage artwork and Chinese side table
in the living room are pieces from that
collection. The chair is by Verellen.

“THE INTENTION OF THIS
HOME WAS TO BE SIMPLE.”
—KELLEY VIEREGG
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Vieregg’s exhale came in the form of a rough-aroundthe-edges circa-1925 shotgun home on Sharon Road. While
the 1,600-square-foot, three-bedroom cottage was run
down and needed a serious update, Vieregg’s discerning eye
could see past the eyesore and envision a ton of potential.
Underneath a layer of aluminum siding was a foundation of
stunning solid pine siding, which, when coupled with the
home’s original handblown glass windows, gave the home
instant curb appeal and just the right amount of charm. “I

knew going into it that it would require a major renovation,
but I was willing to do the work,” she explains.
With the help of contractor Dwayne Arnold of Custom
Home Works, Vieregg gutted the kitchen and bathrooms
and added a half bathroom, keeping the original crown
molding, casings, and other architectural details. To update
the space, she included wide white-oak flooring throughout,
a plaster facade to the one-time brick fireplace, and crisp
white shiplap in the hallway. “Because it’s a small footprint,
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Vieregg has an affinity for yellow, so she
added the hue to her bedroom for a “bright
pop of something happy.” The headboard is
swathed in a citrine linen velvet by Lee Jofa.
The custom bedding is by Legacy Linens.
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TOP: Though she pared down much of her existing furniture and
lighting, Vieregg was all about repurposing pieces to work in her
new home. The antique chest in her bedroom was once in the foyer
of her previous home. The vintage acrylic chairs are from LaDonna
Antiques & Interiors.
BOTTOM: The primary bathroom received a complete renovation,
including new marble tile from Renaissance Tile and countertops
from Harkey Tile & Stone. The small bench is covered in a Lee Jofa
fabric, and the doorknobs are by Modern Matter.

I wanted everything to be fluid and flow well,” she
says of the design upgrades. In addition, the dilapidated front porch was repaired, and an open-air back
loggia with a stunning herringbone white-oak ceiling
and white shiplap walls was added. The result was a
modern blank canvas for Vieregg to begin installing
her signature sophisticated interior design.
With a mission to make everything comfortable
and classically designed, Vieregg looked to her
existing pieces from her previous home and began
to pare down, choosing items that would complement the aesthetic of her cottage. “I repurposed
a lot and moved pieces to a whole new area of the
home, which gave them new life,” she says. “I’ve
spent years collecting and curating things, so it was
really hard to part with them. That was the biggest
challenge with downsizing—there are a lot of things
you really love and don’t want to let go of. But it
was fun because I got to freshen up some areas.”
Vieregg updated the nearby powder room with
a black-and-white wallpaper by Schumacher. She
used the existing sconces and added the foo-dog
towel-bar ring from her previous home. A chest
that once stood prominently in her former home’s
foyer is now in the owner’s suite. Her coveted piano
holds a distinguished place in the room dubbed the
“music room,” where custom built-ins by Arnold
feature large sketch portraits of each of her three
children. The portraits, by artist Paul Rousso, also
hung in her last home.
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The designer created entirely new spaces, as well. In the
kitchen, she added a custom banquette swathed in a leather
hide with brass legs, coupled with a vintage black-iron
pedestal table she found at a flea market.
No matter how the designer repurposed existing pieces or
layered in new ones, the goal remained the same: simplicity.
“A friend once said to me that my cottage is like a ‘sweep
and lock’—you can come and go as you want, and it’s easy to
maintain. It’s not quite like that, but that was definitely my
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design intention—to make this place easy to come and go. I
spent years being a slave to my house, every weekend getting
everything back in shape for Monday morning. The intention
of this home was to be simple.”
The cottage has become a respite for the designer and her
children, who visit often. One even recently moved back home.
“They’re never really gone when they move out,” Vieregg
laughs. “I wanted this new cottage to feel like a little vacation
home that they don’t want to leave. And I guess it worked!” u

Vieregg added the loggia to the
original footprint of the home.
The antique farm table is from
SOM in Charleston. The sconce
was designed by Vieregg and
custom made by Josh Utsey.
OPPOSITE: Vieregg updated the
powder room with a black-andwhite wallpaper by Schumacher.
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MODERN
CHARMER
DESIGNER KELLEY LENTINI
TAKES HER NEW OAKHURST
A-FRAME FROM BLANK
SLATE TO SUPER CHIC.

TEXT BY ANNE MARIE ASHLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAURA SUMRAK
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Handmade black hexagon tiles
purchased from Etsy and installed by
All About Tile back the range and make
a statement in the kitchen. Leather
and teak barstools line the island, and
tricolor woven basket pendants hang
above, all sourced from Bali. Vintage
Turkish rugs line the perimeter.

W

WHEN KELLEY LENTINI, PART OF THE DESIGN DUO
behind House of Nomad, and her husband, Brad, began looking
for homes in the spring of 2020, they focused on the Oakhurst
neighborhood of Charlotte, hoping to find something unique and
full of charm. Their dream scenario was a midcentury-modern
home that they could fix up, but, as it goes in Charlotte, homes
like that are few and far between, and a hot commodity at that.
“We were looking at another home in the area and stumbled
across Raney Way. It had more of these modern shapes, and it
was just this incredible street,” Lentini recalls. “The A-frame
caught my eye immediately! It just looked so happy, and though
we assumed the home was under contract, we contacted the
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builder and realtor anyway, and, lo and behold, it was available.”
Designed by architect Andrew Woodruff, the home was under
construction with Vasseur Home Designs. “I love Andrew’s
homes; there are several on the street, and they are all so unique
and look like they belong anywhere, from Denver to Nashville
and everywhere in between,” Lentini says.
Things fell into place as they toured the home. They
immediately loved the direction the build was going in—
concrete floors, white walls, and a perfect layout in just over
3,000 square feet. Furthering the as-fate-would-have-it feel,
Lentini’s designer friend Michel Van Devender would be their
next-door neighbor. It was all too much to resist, and the pair

Lentini’s A-frame home in Oakhurst
was designed by architect Andrew
Woodruff and built by Vasseur
Home Design—the company that
also designed and installed the
landscaping. OPPOSITE: Mornings
are spent drinking coffee, and
evenings, wine, out on the patio
designed by Vasseur Home Design.
A Terrazzo dining table with a
channeled base and matching
bench are from House of Nomad.
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agreed it was more than idyllic. “Similar to our last home, this
one was clean, modern, and new,” Lentini says. “It was the
perfect blank canvas for all these wild things and design ideas.”
Lentini started her design by gathering all the Moroccan
rugs she planned to use in her home. “The rug in the kitchen
has all the colors in it that I wanted to use throughout the
house, so it was a great starting point,” she says. The couple
loves to cook and entertain, so it makes sense that the kitchen
was where it all began. “It’s my favorite room,” she admits. “It’s
a fun transition from the kitchen through the bar and into the
dining room that feels cozy and earthy. The wallpaper is a great
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departure from the white walls, and the lighting over the dining
room table alongside the velvet drapery from The Shade Store
gives it a moody vibe.”
Lentini and business partner Berkeley Minkhorst have been
working on designs for a line of wallpapers and textiles for nearly
a year. As soon as Lentini moved in, she knew her home would
be the perfect testing grounds for the bold patterns and classic
palettes. “The pause that the pandemic forced on us last year really
allowed us to use time previously allocated to traveling for business
development,” she says. “To see these patterns come to life in my
home, after so much creative energy, was a dream,” she says.

Velvet curtains from The Shade Store set
the tone in this moody and textured dining
room. African Malawi chairs with custom
black bouclé cushions surround an oak
dining table, all from House of Nomad. The
bench is custom upholstered in Romo fabric,
and a custom plaster console from Oken
Studio sits in the background. A Bali grass
pendant from House of Nomad hangs above.
OPPOSITE: The entry welcomes guests with
a black console table by Noir perched beside
a colorful vintage Turkish runner. Art from
Lentini’s travels abroad hangs above, while a
brass lamp from House of Nomad sits pretty.
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Vaulted ceilings and a sunken living room
create an open space in the middle of the
home. Rope lights from House of Nomad
hang high above a custom leather sofa. A
vintage Moroccan rug is soft underfoot, and
matching marble side tables by Noir stand by.
OPPOSITE: Along the staircase are global
finds, including an arrangement of hanging
baskets sourced from Ghana and a papiermâché vase from Indonesia.

“IT WAS THE PERFECT BLANK CANVAS FOR ALL
THESE WILD THINGS AND DESIGN IDEAS.”
—KELLEY LENTINI
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In the entry, Lentini paired House of Nomad’s signature
black-and-white colorway in Jet Lag pattern, printed on perfectly
textured grasscloth, with a colorful vintage Turkish rug atop the
concrete floors. “I was so thrilled with the warmth the textured
paper brought to my entryway.” Peeking through another hallway,
she used their earth-toned patterned paper for a pop of interest in
a neutral palette. “Getting the color story right on this line was key,
and all the work has paid off because Anthropologie just picked up
our line to carry on their website starting in the fall,” Lentini reveals.

In other corners of her home, Lentini tested their textile
designs and their furniture and case goods, to be released this fall.
Brad Lentini is a craftsman and created many of the pieces found
around their home, including the swivel chairs in the living room,
covered in a beautiful boucle fabric, exclusive to House of Nomad.
Sourcing from all over the world, including Mexico, Morocco,
and Panama, Lentini has filled her home with treasures from
various trips with her husband and with Minkhorst. Vintage
finds mingle with one-of-kind handmade treasures, along with
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The bar is decked out in House of
Nomad’s Checked Out wallcovering.
OPPOSITE: Baskets for shoes and
pictures from Lentini’s travels decorate
the drop zone installed by Quest
Carpenters with millwork by Vasseur
Home Design. A bee’s nest pendant
from House of Nomad hangs above.
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This ultra-feminine girl’s room is one of Ozburn’s
favorites. An upholstered bed from Oomph,
covered in Clarence House fabric, takes center
stage. The Madre Dallas chair is covered in fabric
from Dorothy Shain. Alongside it stands a night
table, also from Madre Dallas.

some of their favorite pieces from their previous home as well. It
took about six to eight months to complete the interiors of their
home, particularly with pandemic-related delays. Still, Lentini
finds that as wild as it was to turn her work inward to her own
home, it was equally rewarding. “I like things to feel personal
and layered,” she says. “Many pieces and art are from our time
living abroad in China. You can definitely see an Asian influence
sprinkled throughout our home.”
What’s more visible, perhaps, is Lentini’s Palm Springs–
meets–Morocco vibe that has been a hallmark of her style for
years, influenced heavily by fashion and art. “I find that fashion
often overlaps our style when it comes to our homes, and that’s
certainly the case for me personally, as well,” she says. “I love
comfortable, natural materials in my clothes, a lot of black and
white with pops of color mixed in, and a global feel to my overall
wardrobe for a collected look. And what do you know, the same
can be said of my home.” u

LEFT & RIGHT: Striped mirrors from Worlds Away stun in the owner’s suite
bathroom. Thatched pendant lights from Arteriors take center stage as vanity
lighting. Time arrow faucets in matte black complement the black hexagon tile
in the shower from Floor & Decor.
OPPOSITE: Going for a vacation vibe in the owner’s suite, Lentini opted for a
printed mural from Swedish Photowall to display behind the custom bouclé
bed. Moroccan side tables line each side, and brass petal pendants from
Arteriors hang from the ceiling. Draperies from The Shade Store are light and
neutral, and an oversized basket pendant chandelier from the Kazi for HON
collection makes a statement.
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PETERS CUSTOM HOMES, INC.

IT’S ALL
IN THE
DETAILS

We design and build upscale homes that suit the lifestyle of discerning individuals.
We provide our clients the complete solution for design and construction of architecturally
distinctive spaces integrating the ﬁnest quality of products and services.

CUSTOM HOMES | RENOVATIONS | DESIGN
WWW.PETERSCUSTOMHOMES.COM
(704) 264-4572
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DESIGNER
One-Stop
A. HOKE LTD.’S SHOWROOMS FOSTER
CONNECTION AND COLLABORATION.

Creativity. Connection. Collaboration. These are just a few
advantages designers tout when reflecting on their relationship with A. Hoke Ltd.
Founded more than thirty years ago, A. Hoke has proudly
served as a one-stop shop for designers across the Southeast,
offering beautiful furniture, fabrics, wallcoverings, and decor
in comprehensive showrooms in Charlotte and Raleigh. The
reputation and legacy, nurtured by CEO Don Greene and
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President Elaine Greene Hougham, is one trusted and valued
by designers throughout their careers. Katherine Connell
of Katherine Connell Interior Design in Raleigh and Layton
Campbell of J. Layton Interiors in Charlotte are two top
designers in their markets who choose A. Hoke to supply
their client projects.
“I’ve been acquainted with A. Hoke as long as I’ve been in
the design world, about twenty-two years,” Connell says. “I’ve
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watched the Raleigh showroom grow and change. Kensi, the
manager, always keeps the showroom floor on-trend while
appealing to all styles. If you are a designer in Raleigh, you
have a relationship with A. Hoke.”
Campbell says, “I was an associate designer for a small
firm about twenty years ago when I was introduced to
A. Hoke. That relationship blossomed over the years,
especially when I opened my own business.”
As a top resource for regional designers, A. Hoke offers
not only a friendly, trusting relationship but also a beautiful
space in which designers can come in, bring clients, and
enjoy a workspace with seasoned, experienced staff on hand
for assistance.
“One of the best things is that my clients can touch
and feel the fabrics and sit on the furniture,” Connell says.
“Hiring a designer is a luxury, and purchasing designer
furniture is an investment, so clients want to experience
that first-hand before purchase.”
Campbell adds, “A. Hoke offers quite an array of products, and they strive to cover many design genres, making
it easy to utilize the showroom in an efficient way. Having
a plethora of samples, memos, and finish chips at your
fingertips makes presentations easier, allowing me to focus
on the project without worrying over any missing parts.”
Connell says she often purchases upholstery pieces
through A. Hoke, including high-end selections from EJ
Victor, Highland House, and Century Furniture. Campbell

“YOU WANT TO WORK
WITH FOLKS LIKE THIS!”
—LAYTON CAMPBELL
recently procured a custom seventy-two-inch round dining
table with brass band from Century Furniture, dining
chairs from Lee Industries, and coordinating pillows
featuring Kelly Wearstler fabrics for a client project. Both
Connell and Campbell praise A. Hoke’s staff ’s professional
manner, timeliness, expertise, and efficiency in helping
them to maximize their clients’ experiences by taking care
of the management details, so they’re able to focus on the
creative design.
Offering a comprehensive selection of superior-quality,
high-end products with unmatched attention to detail and
commitment to customer satisfaction is the epitome of A.
Hoke’s standing in the design world.
“A. Hoke became a dear friend and cheerleader of my
work,” Campbell says. “We’ve had a wonderful business
relationship and a caring, supportive personal friendship.
You want to work with folks like this!” u

For more information, contact A. HOKE LTD.
at 704-358-0277 or visit AHOKELIMITED.COM.
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PRODUCTS THAT INSPIRE
A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

OVER THE PAST TWO DECADES, BEKO HAS FOCUSED
ON INNOVATION TO MAKE ITS CUSTOMERS‘ LIVES
HEALTHIER AND MORE CONVENIENT.
The ease of use and practical technologies of Beko
products has made it the fastest growing brand in the
European market.

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS FOR A HEALTHY FUTURE.
This is the fifth consecutive year Beko has received the
ENERGY STAR® award, and the third consecutive year
it has won the Sustained Excellence Award. Beko is the
only home appliance brand to be acknowledged every
year it has operated in the U.S. market and is proud to be
recognized as one of the world’s greenest companies.

BEKO’S
EFFORTS
TOWARD A
SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE:
EverFresh+ with
Active Fresh Blue
Light Technology
preserves the
life of fruits and
vegetables for up
to thirty days, all
while consuming
less energy. This
means a longer
life for your
produce and for
your refrigerator.

Beko
dishwashers
exceed
Department of
Energy standards
for energy usage
by 24 percent
and water usage
by 47 percent,
earning Beko the
ENERGY STAR
Most Efficient
Award.

AVAILABLE AT

VISIT QUEENCITYONLINE.COM
TO LEARN MORE.
6 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
MONDAY - SATURDAY 9 AM - 7 PM
SUNDAY NOON - 6 PM

Beko’s highly
efficient washers
use 30 percent
less energy than
EPA standards,
and water level
sensors make
sure that no water
is ever wasted.
A closed-loop heat
exchange system
reuses the hot
air during drying
cycles, providing
customers over
50 percent in
savings compared
to conventional
dryers.

Finishing
TOUCHES
DOOR AND CABINETRY
HARDWARE OFFERS FORM AND
FUNCTION IN MYRIAD STYLES.
WRITTEN BY BRANDY WOODS SNOW
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Decisions are being made: paint colors, cabinetry, fixtures.
And for homeowners looking to finalize their aesthetic with a
cohesive, polished look, this is the perfect time to pay particular
attention to the selection of door and cabinetry hardware as a
finishing touch to the overall vision.
“There are many factors to consider when selecting
hardware,” says Katy Leischner, manager of Bird Decorative
Hardware & Bath. “What is the aesthetic? Modern, classic,
transitional, traditional, or contemporary? Do you prefer knobs
or pulls or a mixture of both? What is the proportional sizing
for the installation, and what kind of functionality do you
prefer? This will help narrow down suitable choices from an
ever-growing portfolio of products.”
One of the latest trends in cabinetry hardware is mixing finishes to create a more layered aesthetic. Silver tones on plumbing
harmonizing with gold-toned lighting and hardware are a great
way to achieve this look. According to Leischner, a good rule of
thumb is to incorporate at least two to three items of the same
tonality to create cohesion throughout the space. Matching
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KITCHEN AND BATH

finishes between stainless appliances and silver-toned faucets
and then accenting with gold-toned hardware and lighting will
impart a dramatic, high-end contrast. She also touts the importance of choosing hardware that works with, instead of against,
the cabinetry. “We are seeing clients choose edge pulls for a
minimalistic look or when they want the detail of the cabinetry
to take center stage. For example, when cabinet fronts have
fluting, edge pulls offer sleek appeal without detracting from
the overall aesthetic.”
Correct sizing is paramount. Bird Hardware guides clients
in selecting knobs and pulls for their application based on the
cabinet drawings provided by the builder. “We typically use the
rule of thirds for pulls. For example, a twenty-four-inch drawer
would require either a six-inch or eight-inch pull for proper
proportion,” Leischner says. “Cabinet hardware manufacturers
now have a more comprehensive portfolio of size selections
than ever before. Gone are the days of having to double up on
small three-inch pulls for large drawers. We love using one
long pull for a quieter aesthetic, and it’s also a more functional
option because you don’t have to use two hands to open large
drawers. Then there are times we will use double knobs on
large drawers to create a furniture-like appearance. Each space
calls for a different approach, which we love to collaborate on.”
In door hardware, there has been a surge in demand for
both gold-toned and matte black hardware, and Leischner
states the importance of selecting finishes that complement
the architecture of the home. Hinges, locking mechanisms,
sizing, and handing (swing of the door) are all aspects of door
hardware selection that require particular attention. With a
range of styles available in both knobs and levers, Leischner
says Bird Hardware clients have used both, and it comes down
to personal preference. “Whether contemporary, traditional,
or transitional, we sell knobs and levers to complement every
aesthetic. Levers are typically easier to use but can cause some
challenges with kids and smart dogs. Yes, we’ve had clients
whose dogs have learned how to open doors!” u

“WHETHER CONTEMPORARY,
TRADITIONAL, OR TRANSITIONAL,
WE SELL KNOBS AND LEVERS
TO COMPLEMENT EVERY
AESTHETIC.”
—KATY LEISCHNER

For more information, contact BIRD DECORATIVE HARDWARE & BATH
at 704-344-9955 or visit BIRDDECORATIVEHARDWARE.COM.
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the South Carolina coast
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LIGHT IT UP
CIRCA LIGHTING, GERRARD BUILDERS, AND CAROLINA DESIGN
ASSOCIATES COLLABORATE ON MYERS PARK STUNNERS.

In the perfect marriage of form and function, a room’s lighting
does more than expel the darkness. It sets the mood. It complements the aesthetic. It completes the design. The selection
of the perfect light fixture should never be an afterthought but
rather considered an essential element in the comprehensive
design—a statement piece, a conversation starter, or even a
finishing touch that seamlessly, yet brilliantly, accents the decor.
Circa Lighting, founded in 1998 by Gale Singer, brings clients, interior designers, architects, and builders a well-curated
showroom of decorative and architectural lighting options with
myriad categories, styles, and price points. A premier reseller
of Visual Comfort and other select brands, it is a trusted
resource for many top-tier providers in the region.
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“Circa Lighting is our go-to when looking for the perfect
fixtures to complete a design,” says Amanda Swaringen,
interior designer and owner of Carolina Design Associates.
“With their vast range of styles in a variety of sizes and
finishes, we can source through Circa for nearly every project
and still never have to use the same fixture twice.”
Carolina Design Associates recently collaborated with
Gerrard Builders on two Myers Park projects—one new
construction and one whole-house renovation—where several
light fixtures, all from Visual Comfort, were hand-selected to
complete each room. For Gerrard Builders and Carolina Design
Associates, enlisting the expertise of Circa Lighting’s designers
in selecting unique statement lighting is a must.
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In the new construction’s bedroom, the overhead
fixture features clean lines that mimic the sleek design of
the furniture with an overall aesthetic that is contemporary and fresh. The home’s stairway, which features dark
iron handrails and warm-toned woods, is accented by
a contemporary gold fixture that plays into the existing
warmth while also bringing in luxe brass tones. In the
remodel project, the fixtures above the kitchen island
play off the home’s traditional style while imparting
an edgier feel with glass and a polished nickel finish,
creating an impeccable statement piece for the space.
The classic silhouette of the shaded sconces selected for
the bathroom offers sleek, clean lines that complement,
rather than compete with, the grays and marbles.
Swaringen says that homeowners looking to upgrade
the lighting in their homes should consider each space,
its aesthetic, and its function.
“The perfect lighting choice really depends on the
room and its purpose,” Swaringen says. “Consider the
amount of light needed for the room’s function, as well
as the style of the space.” Layering light sources can
provide both the look and the function needed. For
example, a bathroom vanity with shaded sconces can
be paired with recessed can lighting to ensure enough
light for effective use. Likewise, swapping out darkened
globes on pendant lighting for glass ones can make the
difference between focused, directional lighting and a
brighter, full-room glow. Circa Lighting’s experienced
designers are equipped to develop such multi-layer
lighting plans to optimize the look, feel, and function of
any space at any budget.
Swaringen adds that homeowners should also remember to take into account other hardware and fixtures in
the spaces when selecting the perfect lighting solution.
“It’s OK to mix and match your fixtures, but there needs
to be some point of cohesion, something that marries the
different tones in a complementary way.” u

“CIRCA LIGHTING IS OUR
GO-TO WHEN LOOKING
FOR THE PERFECT FIXTURES
TO COMPLETE A DESIGN.”
—AMANDA SWARINGEN

For more information about Circa Lighting's
design services, contact CIRCA LIGHTING at
980-666-4120 or visit CIRCALIGHTING.COM/CHARLOTTE.
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COX DOOR COMPANY

HOME | COMMERCIAL | RESIDENTIAL | SALES | SERVICE
Cox Door is 31 years in the Charlotte market. We stand behind each and every door, install, service
and preventative maintenance that we do. With great craftsmanship comes great responsibility. This
is why we also stand behind the quality accessories that are part and parcel of these great doors.
We fix, maintain, source and install any door or part that you need. From coils, to openers, advice of
maintenance; call us and we will send our experts in the field to you.
COXDOOR.COM | 704-821-8898 EXT. 213 | PHILCOX@COXDOOR.COM

BRING YOUR
VISION TO US
The experts at Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery are here
to help create a home that’s as extraordinary as you are.
Any project, any style, any dream—bring your inspiration to
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery. Visit build.com/ferguson
to schedule your personalized showroom experience today.

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOM:
CHARLOTTE

©2021 Ferguson Enterprises LLC 0721 3017078

Robertson Collection

REAL ESTATE

FEATURED ADVERTISER EDITORIAL

EVERY HOME
Tells a Story
MORE THAN AN INVESTMENT, A HOME IS FOR
MEMORIES TO BE MADE AND STORIES TO BE WRITTEN.
WRITTEN BY LEE RHODES

Nancy Hannon of Ivester Jackson | Christie’s in Lake
Norman understands this perspective, and it’s what drives
her approach with clients. “Where others see a listing, I see
a story waiting to be written,” she explains. “Where some
see walls and windows, I see memories to be made.” Hannon
acknowledges that while financials and metrics are crucial,

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF IVESTER JACKSON.

A real estate transaction is made up of so much more than
contracts and contingencies, interest rates and inspections.
Whether it’s the one you’re selling or the one you’re buying,
your home is the backdrop for years of memories. Each room is
a chapter in a living, breathing story—one that should inspire
you to great heights of emotion.
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“I BELIEVE THAT HOMES ARE DEFINED BY THE
STORIES WE CREATE IN THEM.”
—NANCY HANNON
buying or selling a home is much more than a transaction.
Especially in this post-pandemic time, our homes have become
our workplaces, our classrooms, and our places of solace. Our
homes ground us in being present as we write new stories.
Overlaid with this storytelling approach is Hannon’s rich
depth of experience in the corporate world—she spent decades
in marketing as a global creative executive, negotiating for
and building relationships with C-suite clients at some of the
world’s largest corporations. She possesses a unique understanding of why people make the choices they do, which is the
soul of marketing and advertising—and key in the world of real
estate as well.
Hannon’s firm, Ivester Jackson, is the region’s leading
foundational brokerage. Hannon chose to partner with Ivester
Jackson | Christie’s because of its luxury portfolio and strong
market share, consistently leading the region’s luxury segment
in Lake Norman communities like The Peninsula, The Point,
River Run, and historic Davidson. Explains Hannon, “I am privy
to these communities. When buyers come into town, I tap into
all of my resources to help advise on inventory and focus on an
area. That intel is especially important in this climate.”
And for its part, the Christie’s International Real Estate
brand is a global powerhouse that equates with luxury and
trust. “That combination of Ivester Jackson and Christie’s
is incredibly powerful,” explains Hannon. “It’s essentially
cross-pollination from trusted leaders.”
Another powerful combination is Hannon’s ability to
balance the rational piece of the business—being a fierce
negotiator, an expert problem-solver, and a relentless client
advocate—with the unique emotional element of real estate.
The latter is underscored by Hannon’s personal experience
with buying and selling numerous homes over the years, as
well as with relocating (most recently to Davidson’s Narrow
Passage, where her family is building its forever home).
“I understand that when you’re in the home that you love, it
shapes your life and determines happiness,” she says.
By forging profound, authentic connections with her
clients, Hannon earns their trust and transcends a real estate
listing into a human story. She skillfully helps clients write the
next chapter of their lives. u

For additional information, call 847-999-8107, email HANNON@IVESTERJACKSON.COM,
or visit IVESTERJACKSON.COM/BIO/NANCYHANNON.
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CHRIS BLACK
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THIGPEN

KAREN WAGNER

Built on a foundation of integrity and trust, Cottingham Chalk has a
long history of serving the Charlotte community. From the beginning,
our focus has been on the people. Now, in our second generation of
leadership, we are a family business more than ever. And when you
hire a Cottingham Chalk broker, you can rest assured that you have
the entire company in your corner.

704. 36 4 .170 0 | COT T I N G H AM C H ALK .CO M

704-672-5012
4312 Monroe Rd. Charlotte, NC 28205
9456 Charlotte Hwy. Suite 208, Indian Land, SC 29707
HUGHESFLOORCOVERING.COM

REMODELING

FEATURED ADVERTISER EDITORIAL

UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
TRANSFORM IDEAS INTO REALITY.
WRITTEN BY LEE RHODES

Nance Construction is a Charlotte, North Carolina–based general
contractor with eons of experience. Fully licensed and insured in
North and South Carolina, Nance can handle any size home renovation, from remodeling a room to building a new addition.
“We have an abundance of experience on staff,” COO Bobby
R. Nance III says. “We have 138 years of experience in the construction industry. We pride ourselves on quality.”
Lately, home renovations and remodels have typically
involved the kitchen and bath. But Nance Construction kitchen

COURTESY OF NANCE CONSTRUCTION.

Have the months stuck at home inspired the dreamer in you yet?
Chances are, you’ve had plenty of time to take in your current
surroundings and to envision what could be: an expanded living
area, a kitchen update with a fresh spin, a spa-like owner’s suite
bath, a home office that’s more than a seat on the sofa.
There’s never been a better time to embark on a remodel.
And there’s one company that takes remodels to the next level
with its long tradition of exceptional quality and its deep breadth
of experience.
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“WE PRIDE
OURSELVES ON
QUALITY.”
—BOBBY R. NANCE III

and owner’s suite bath remodels are anything but typical. They
transform spaces with up-to-date design ideas, balancing aesthetics, proportion, scale, and light. The company has done numerous
kitchen remodels throughout the pandemic, as well as home office
conversions, including the conversion of an underused garage
space into a dedicated office. The company successfully met
the challenges posed by lack of lighting, concrete flooring, and
considerations around insulation.
Nance Construction also doesn’t shy away from specialty
projects that extend beyond the kitchen, office, and bath. The
company recently expanded a home to incorporate an in-home
daycare, deftly navigating the intricacies of zoning regulations and
building standards, as well as restrictions around required square
footage per child. More than that, they created a cheerful, sunny
space that oozes nurturing vibes. Another project involved a full

basement renovation and the addition of a refreshing all-seasons
room that allows for the year-round enjoyment of nature. “The
homeowner can enjoy the feel of the outdoors without the bugs,”
Nance explains.
And if you’re interested in starting from the ground up? Not
a problem. Nance Construction builds custom homes, as well,
and is not hindered by some of the current industry delays.
Nance prides itself on its internal project management staff and
superintendents, who stay fully on top of their task list and proper
scheduling and timing of ordering items.
Nance Construction builds a strong rapport with clients,
earning their trust as they build their dream homes or complete a
dream renovation. They don’t consider a project complete, Nance
says, until “we can put a nice little bow on the project and the
client is happy with it.” u

For more information, visit NANCEGC.COM,
email INFO@NANCEGC.COM, or call 704-910-5613.
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www.themajesticbath.com
www.themajesticbath.com

CONTRIBUTOR | ROOM SERVICE
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DINING BY DESIGN

THERE IS SOMETHING ABOUT A MOODY
DINING ROOM WITH COMFORTABLE CHAIRS
THAT SAYS, “SIT AND STAY A WHILE. LINGER.”
When designing the dining room for a long-time client in
her new home, our goal was to create this ambiance. With
a gray-and-blue color scheme throughout the house, using
a dark, almost Charleston Green paint color gave this
94
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room a unique stand-out quality that I love. The key to
using darker colors is to paint the entire space, including
the trim. You don’t want the distraction of a contrasting
baseboard and window frame.
Once I convinced my client to use the dark color on the
walls, we pulled in the pale-blue upholstered chairs and
the head chairs with a complementary pattern. A lighter
custom table was always in the plan. For this exquisite

PHOTOGRAPHY BY MEKENZIE LOLI.

BY BETH CONANT-KEIM

“THERE IS
SOMETHING ABOUT
A MOODY DINING
ROOM WITH
COMFORTABLE
CHAIRS THAT SAYS,
‘SIT AND STAY A
WHILE. LINGER.’”

piece, I worked with Josh Utsey to
create the unique legs, and we used
a pale gray stain color that contrasts
beautifully with the dark walls. Because
it was custom made, we were able to
play with both the length and width to
accommodate the larger chairs.
Rather than including a typical
long buffet, we chose to add two
small, ribbed cabinets for storage.
Sitting atop the cabinets are matching
plaster lamps, providing a nice pop
of color. These design decisions were
driven by the tall antique mirror,
which bounces around the light from
the stunning brass chandelier. Velvet
curtains with a striking graphic paleblue raised pattern finish the look.
With the project complete, my
client is thoroughly enjoying her new
space—entertaining, gathering, and
simply lingering. u

BETH CONANT-KEIM is the owner of LUCY AND COMPANY, a full-service interior design firm located at
2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213. For more information, visit LUCYANDCOMPANY.COM or call 704-342-6655.
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CONTRIBUTOR | EXCELLENCE IN DESIGN
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HIDDEN
TREASURES
BY CATHERINE GHONEIM WHITNEY

SMALL DETAILS, THOSE LITTLE THINGS THAT SEEM
TO BE HIDDEN IN THE BACKGROUND, OFTEN
MAKE THE BIG PICTURE OUTSTANDING.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY TIM SCHLABACH.

This special kitchen renovation was a true collaboration
between IMPACT Design Resources, designer Lauren Clement
of Lauren Nicole Designs, and general contractor First Rate
Builders. With a light and neutral color palette and floor-toceiling cabinet space, this kitchen is fabulous and functional.

But it's the background features in this spacious room that
make it truly unique.
Clients often struggle with the decision of whether to
take the cabinets to the ceiling. With these gracious ten-foot
ceilings, we filled the space by tying the cabinetry into the
existing house crown moldings. While the upper level of
cabinets is not everyday useable storage space, it provides an
exciting focal point by using diamond mullion inserts on the
upper-level glass cabinets, on the storage cabinets over the
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“SMALL DETAILS OFTEN MAKE THE BIG PICTURE OUTSTANDING.”
refrigerator and ovens, and on the peninsula end panel. While
these details are few, they have a significant impact on the
overall aesthetic and beauty of the space.
The china hutch is a piece that is very special to the client.
After several revisions by IMPACT Design Resources, Clement,
and the client, we were able to make it perfect. With glass on three
sides, we added a warm LED light strip to highlight the interior,
showcasing the client's special crystal and family photos.
One of the most exciting features of this grand kitchen is
the integrated door passage from the kitchen into the food
storage pantry. Previously a cased door, it broke up the cabinetry and made the kitchen feel small. This new passage allows
for direct access to the food storage area or closet without
having the interruption of a doorway right in the middle of

the custom cabinetry wall. IMPACT Design Resources cleverly
engineered this passageway by using cabinet door panels that
align with the surrounding cabinets. It’s seamless, and if you
didn’t know this was the opening to another space, you would
think it was another cabinet.
Every space is unique, and each client has their own wish
list. By carefully listening to our client and understanding what was possible in the space, we incorporated many
elements that create great design: function, light, space,
detail, materials, and color.
Remember: A little bling goes a long way. If possible, always
go for statement hardware, a decorative end panel, or special
mullion door panels. It’s these details that will make you happy
for years to come! u

CATHERINE GHONEIM WHITNEY is a senior designer at IMPACT DESIGN RESOURCES. For more information,
call 704-363-3329, visit IMPACTDESIGNRESOURCES.COM, or tour the SouthEnd showroom.
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PARTNER WITH THE WORLD’S LUXURY REAL ESTATE POWERHOUSE

19129 SERENITY POINT LANE

$5,800,000
Cornelius | 28031
MLS #CAR3776981
Catherine Taylor

704-453-1596

3215 BROADMOOR DRIVE

$1,995,000
Statesville | 28625
MLS #CAR3768582
Mary Palmes

704-838-2319
706 SAINTE ROSE LANE

$975,000
Charlotte | 28226
MLS #CAR3772938
May Sung

704-957-6386

Where design is attainable,
beautiful, and a true
reﬂection of you.
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handleyhomeinteriors.com
@ handleyhomeinteriors
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A RTS & CU LT U R E

SPOTLIGHT
WHO ARE YOUR PEOPLE?
ELDER GALLERY
Through December 4
eldergalleryclt.com
In her first gallery exhibition, Makayla Binter investigates her community, her people, and their
respective journeys, which are often layered and
complicated. Who Are Your People? takes aim at
the masks some are compelled to wear to meet expectations or to measure up to a certain standard.
In doing so, the wearer often loses sight of their own
reflection. In this exhibition, Binter asks, “Who are you
when you allow yourself to be imperfect?”

PIECED
TOGETHER

THE SPACE BETWEEN
SOZO GALLERY
October 7—December 4
sozogallery.net
The Space Between is a group exhibition featuring work by five contemporary artists: Danny
McCaw, Patrick Heagney, Arthur Brothers,
Antonius Roberts, and Justin Ellis. Exploring themes
of space in various contexts—holding space,
sacred space, and “space between”—this exhibition considers what it means to exist physically,
mentally, and spiritually in our world today.
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“Pieced Together seeks to
illustrate the complexities
and tension of navigating
the unknown circumstances of our lives. Particularly in my own, some
seasons have felt very
vague, uncertain, and
cloudy; hard to decipher
the exact place and
purpose of the pieces of
life. In other seasons, the
pieces are more obvious
but still require the work
and faith that they will all
come together as they
are meant to. In either
circumstance, there is an
active surrender to God,
who is masterfully putting
the pieces in their perfect
place, ultimately creating
the bigger picture.”
—Marcy Gregg

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: ART BY MAKAYLA BINTER, COURTESY OF ELDER GALLERY; ART BY MARCY GREGG,
COURTESY OF ANNE NEILSON FINE ART; ART BY DANNY MCCAW, COURTESY OF SOZO GALLERY.

ANNE NEILSON FINE ART
October 26–November 27
anneneilsonfineart.com

1901 Associates Lane, Ste. M
Charlotte, NC 28217
nancegc.com • 704-910-5613

THE AREA’S PREMIERE RESOURCE
FOR KITCHEN & BATH CABINETRY

dustin peck photography

CUSTOM CLOSETS • HOME OFFICE • MUD ROOM & BUILT INS • GARAGE STORAGE

Southend Showroom:
305 Foster Avenue, Suite 200
Charlotte, North Carolina 28203
704-778-6814
ImpactDesignResources.com

CALL TODAY TO ARRANGE A CONSULTATION WITH ONE OF OUR EXPERIENCED DESIGNERS.

Tour: October 27 - December 12, 2021 / 387 Riverstone Dr • Pittsboro, NC 27312
P a r a g o n B u i l d i n g G roup.com/Ti ckets

THE TRIANGLE’S FIRST

Southern Living Showcase Home

Nestled among some of North Carolina’s most beautiful Piedmont landscapes, this
Universal Design home embodies southern style and hospitality.
This elegant Southern Living Showcase Home features exceptional details, quality
building products, luxurious interiors, expansive landscaping, and welcomes all.

M ED I A S P ON S O R

R I V E R S T O N E
E S T A T E S

FONVILLE MORISEY BAREFOOT

A portion of the proceeds will benefit Hope Renovations.
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